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The call 

UNITED AND IN SOLIDARITY AGAINST THE GOVERNMENT, RACISM AND THE SALVINI DECREE 

It is time to react, mobilize and unite against the attacks of the government (to which previous minister Minniti has 

paved the way),against the racist escalation and the Salvini decree that attacks the freedom of all and everyone. 

 

FOR THE IMMEDIATE WITHDRAWAL OF THE SECURITY AND IMMIGRATION DECREE PASSED BY 

THE GOVERNMENT. NO TO THE PILLON BILLABOUT FAMILY. 

RECEPTION, WELCOME, HOSPITALITY AND REGULARIZATION FOR ALL IMMIGRANTS AND 

REFUGEES. 

SOLIDARITY AND FREEDOM FOR MAYOR MIMMO LUCANO! HANDS OFF FROM THE TOWN OF 

RIACE AND FROM NGOS. 

AGAINST SOCIAL EXCLUSION. 

NO REFOULEMENTS, NO EXPULSIONS, NO EVICTIONS. 

AGAINST THE RAMPANT RACISM, THE FASCIST THREAT, THE VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN, 

HOMOPHOBIA AND ANY KIND OF DISCRIMINATION. 

 

FOR THESE REASONS WE CALL FOR A RALLY, TO MARCH IN A PEACEFUL, SUPPORTIVE, PLURAL 

NATIONAL DEMONSTRATION, ON NOVEMBER 10TH, IN ROME(ITALY) AT 14:00 IN PIAZZA DELLA 

REPUBBLICA 

 

For communications and information: 10novembre18@gmail.com 
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To be informed 

. Full Text DDL IMMIGRAZIONE E SICUREZZA (italian) 

http://www.ansa.it/documents/1537814391766_dlsicurezzaeimmigrazione.pdf 

 

 . In depth articles 

On VICE – by CLAUDIA TORRISI  

The	  six	  worst	  things	  about	  the	  'Salvini	  Bill'	  on	  immigration	  and	  security……………………………pg. 4	  

 

On INTERNAZIONALE – by ANNALISA CAMILLI  

About	  the	  'Salvini	  Bill'	  on	  immigration	  and	  security ……………………….…………..……...pg. 8 
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On 24th Sept. 2018  – by  C. TORRISI  for VICE 

The six worst things about the 'Salvini Bill' on immigration and security 

From the abolition of humanitarian protection to the extension of the 'urban Daspo', the decree law is a concentration of 
institutional xenophobia. 

Yesterday morning the Council of Ministers approved the so-called “Salvini bill” on immigration and security. Immediately 

after, The Minister of the Interior presented himself in the pressroom to present the rules contained in the decree law, 

exhibiting, with the the usual sobriety, an AF sheet of paper with the Palazzo Chigi logo and the hashtag #decretosalvini, ready 

to be photographed and tweeted to his followers. With him was the President of the Council Giuseppe Conte, who lent himself 

to the scene, later to be removed from the photo used by Salvini on social media. 

The bill will now be forwarded to the President of the Republic Sergio Mattarella, who will have to sign it so that it is made 

operational, unless he sees the lack of "necessity and urgency" required for the enactment of a bill or find it unconstitutional. 

Initially, there were to be two different measures, one on immigration and one on security. In the end, however, they were 

merge together, which says a lot (as if there was still the need) on the underlying concept of the bill, all focused on the equation 

immigration = security issue.  

Salvini presented the bill as:  

“..a step towards making Italy safer" to "fight the mafia and smugglers, to reduce the costs of immigration, to 

expel criminals and fake refugees more quickly, to remove citizenship from terrorists, to give more power to the 

police." 

 

The law tightens the rules on the right to asylum and citizenship, cancels humanitarian protection, restricts the reception 

system, expands the application of the urban Daspo and calls for imprisonment for crimes such as the "roadblock”. 

As explained by Valerio Cataldi, Rai journalist and president of the Carta di Roma association, the provision is destined to fail 

and will have "the opposite effect, it will increase illegal immigration of people who will no longer have adequate reception 

and, as a result, social tensions will be stronger."  
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What are the most worrying points of the bill law? 

THE ABOLITION OF HUMANITARIAN PROTECTION 

The first thing foreseen by the Salvini bill is the abolition of humanitarian protection. The 1998 “Testo unico sull’immigrazione” 

provides that a residence permit can be granted if there are no requirements for refugee status there are "serious reasons, of 

humanitarian nature or resulting from constitutional or international obligations." 

The same permission can be granted to people fleeing from conflict, natural disasters or other serious events, to those who 

cannot be expelled because they would be persecuted and to the victims of trafficking (for 6 months with the possibility of 

renewal). In 2017, 25 % of asylum seekers in Italy received this protection (compared to 58% denials). 

In July, the Ministry of the Interior requested a limitation on the use of residence permits for humanitarian reasons which, 

according to him, allowed a large number of people to remain in Italy who "did not have the requirements for international 

protection at the time of entry into the country and who, now, remain with difficulty of integration and with social problems that 

also threaten safety." 

In order to resolve these "integration difficulties," the Salvini bill abolishes this form of protection. In its place, some "special 

cases" are foreseen: for victims of domestic violence or serious exploitation, for those in need of medical care or for those 

coming from a country in "exceptional situation of calamity." 

According to ISPI, however, these categories are entirely residual, and the concrete effect of the the abolition of humanitarian 

protection is likely to increase irregular migration-that is, the exact opposite of what Salvini has always promised-exactly as it 

happened with the enactment of Bossi-Fini. 

Among other things, at least for the moment, it is not clear what the criteria for granting the permit in these "special cases" will 

be. For example, Médecins Sans Frontières is concerned that "people suffering from health problems with symptoms that are 

not easily recognizable" can be excluded and left in marginal conditions. We see many of these patients every day in the MSF 

center for torture victims. " 

Another special case for the granting of residence permits is that for "acts of particular civil value." Basically: if you are a hero 

you can stay, you have earned protection; if not, there’s the door.  

 

 

DOUBLING OF DETENTION IN HOTSPOTS AND CENTERS FOR REPATRIATION 
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Despite reports, appeals and analysis on the uselessness of places such as Identification and Expulsion Centers (CIE), renamed 

Repatriation Centers (CPR), the Salvini bill extends the maximum detention time: before a person could be held 90 days, now 

the limit is 180. 

It provides that asylum seekers can stay up to 30 days in hotspots (places that in theory should serve for identification). If there 

is no room in the CPRs, migrants can be locked up in border offices. 

What is created is a sort of parallel custodial system exclusively for non-Italian citizens (which, yes, is another way to say on a 

racial basis). 

RESTRICTION OF THE SPRAR SYSTEM 

In Italy the reception system is far from perfect and the need to be rethought is not new. However, it is certain that the system of 

large centers has proved to be a failure on several levels (proven through studies and analyses), while the right way could be 

widespread reception. 

Here, the bill goes exactly in the opposite direction. The provision limits the SPRAR (the public system for the reception of 

asylum seekers and refugees, in collaboration with local authorities) and its services only to those who already hold 

international protection or unaccompanied foreign minors. 

Asylum seekers will most likely end up in the CAS (Extraordinary reception centers): large private-run structures, often far from 

city centers, with a lack of transparency and integration. According to ASGI (Association for Juridical Studies on Immigration), 

"erasing the only public reception system that works appears to be one of the craziest political goals of recent years, intended to 

produce huge negative consequences throughout Italy, in big cities and in small towns, in the north and in the south. " 

LOSS OF REFUGEE STATUS 

The "Salvini Bill" inserts new crimes among those that entail the loss or denial of refugee status or international protection. In 

addition to sexual violence, production, possession and trafficking of drugs, theft, robbery, extortion there is also violence or 

threat to a public official. 

If one is convicted of one of these crimes, international protection is lost.  

And the same happen rule applies if the refugee returns to the country from which he escaped, for whatever reason he does so 

and whatever the amount of time he spends there. 

 

 

DIVISION BETWEEN "ITALIAN DOC" AND "ITALIANS NOT ORIGINALS" 
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For years in Italy there has been talk of citizenship reform that would allow the children of immigrants to become Italian 

citizens. As is known, the bill then sunk into an infinite stalemate in Parliament, between the aversion of certain political parties 

and the lack of conviction of others. Then came the March 4 elections, the Government of Change and today the Salvini bill that 

makes it more complicated to obtain citizenship and easier to withdraw it. 

In the immigration and security bill it is expected that the time to obtain citizenship will be extended (from two to four years) 

and increases the cost for the request (from 200 to 250 euros). Unlike in the past, the request can be rejected even if it is the 

husband or wife of an Italian citizen who presents it. 

Those who have obtained citizenship can lose it if they are convicted of crimes committed with the purpose of terrorism. In 

short, as Marco Morcone, president of the Italian Council for Refugees explains, "in open contrast with the spirit of the 

Constitution, there are two categories of citizens: the 'Italian DOC' and the 'un-original', meaning those who have acquired 

Italian citizenship but are of foreign origin, can be removed, according to the bill." 

SAFETY AND OCCUPIED BUILDINGS, AND THE EXTENSION OF THE "URBAN DASPO" 

In the part dedicated to security, the law brings together a series of rules that punish insubordination, poverty and socially 

disadvantaged people. 

It foresees up to four years in prison instead of a fine for anyone blocking a road. This type of law is used to affect 

demonstrations and marches. If this crime is committed by a foreigner, his stay in Italy is totally prohibited, with refusal of a 

residence permit. 

The Salvini bill broadens the application of the "Daspo Urbano," the measure introduced a year ago: in addition to train stations 

or tourist areas, it can also be placed in "markets, fairs and public shows." Lastly, there is a rule against occupied buildings: the 

penalty is double (up to four years and a fine) for those who organize them, and it is possible to use wiretapping on the 

occupants. 

 

VICE, link: 

https://www.vice.com/it/article/9kvk73/decreto-salvini-immigrazione-sicurezza  
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24th Sept. 2018 - by Annalisa Camilli  for INTERNAZIONALE 

About the 'Salvini Bill' on immigration and security 

On 24 September the Salvini bill on immigration and security was unanimously approved. The bill is made up of three 

sections: the first deals with the reform of the right to asylum and citizenship, the second with public security, the prevention of 

organized crime; and the last with administration and management of goods seized and confiscated from the mafia. 

In the days leading up to the approval of the bill, rumors were spread about possible disagreements between the two majority 

parties, Lega and Movimento 5 stelle, but during the press conference at Palazzo Chigi, the Interior Minister Matteo Salvini 

wanted to underline that the 5 stelle approved the reform without reservations. 

Initially the bills should have been two: the first on immigration and the second on security and goods confiscated from the 

mafia. Then last week some "restrictions" were made and the two bills were merged into one. The bill must now be sent to the 

President, Sergio Mattarella, who must then authorize the law to be presented to the chambers. Here is a summary of what it 

foresees: 

Abolition of humanitarian protection 

The first article contains new provisions on the granting of asylum and in fact provides for the repeal of protection for 

humanitarian reasons that was provided for by the “Consolidated Law on Immigration”. Today the law foresees that the police 

station grant a residence permit to foreign citizens who present "serious reasons, particularly of a humanitarian nature or 

resulting from constitutional or international obligations of the Italian state", or to people fleeing emergencies such as conflicts, 

natural disasters or other serious events in countries outside the European Union. 

Humanitarian protection can also be given to foreign nationals who cannot be expelled because they persecuted in their 

country (article 19 of the Immigration Act) or if they are victims of exploitation or trafficking. In these cases, the permit has 

different characteristics. The duration varies from six months to two years and is renewable. This protection was introduced in 

1998. 

In 2017 in Italy, 130 thousand applications for international protection were presented: 52% of requests were rejected, 25% of 

the cases were recognized humanitarian protection, 8% of people were granted refugee status, another 8% obtained subsidiary 

protection, the remaining 7% obtained other types of protection. As the researcher Matteo Villa of the Institute for International 

Policy Studies (ISPI) points out, as of January 2018, asylum applications in Italy are decreasing. 
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With the Salvini bill this type of residence permit can no longer be granted by local police offices and commissions, nor by the 

courts following an appeal. Instead, a residence permit will be given for "special cases", for example for: victims of domestic 

violence or serious work exploitation, for those in need of medical treatment because they are in a seriously compromised state 

of health or for those coming from a country that is in a situation of "contingent and exceptional calamity". Lastly, a residence 

permit is provided for those who have distinguished themselves by "acts of particular civic value". 

Extension of detention in the CPRs  

Foreigners who are held in repatriation retreat centers (CPR), formerly CIEs, can now be held for a maximum of 90 days until 

they are repatriated. With the Salvini bill (Article 2), the limit moves up to a maximum of 180 days. 

Detention of asylum seekers and irregular persons at border crossing points  

Article 3 of the decree provides that asylum seekers may be held for a period of up to thirty days in hotspots to confirm their 

identity and citizenship. In addition, the asylum seeker may be detained for a maximum of 180 days in the repatriation 

residence centers (CPRs). Finally, article 4 provides that they  can be held in border offices, in addition to the CPRs, if there is no 

availability of space in the CPRs and with the authorization of the justice of the peace, at the request of the quaestor. 

More funds for repatriation 

Article 6 provides for the allocation of more funds for repatriation: 500,000 euros in 2018, 1.5 million euros in 2019 and 

another 1.5 million in 2020. 

Withdrawal or denial of international protection and refugee status  

The decree extends the list of offenses that result in the revocation of refugee status or subsidiary protection: crimes such as 

sexual violence, production, possession and trafficking of drugs, robbery and extortion, theft, apartment theft, threat or 

violence to a public official. The application may also be suspended when the applicant is in a criminal proceeding for one of 

the crimes that would result in the refusal of asylum in the event of conviction. Furthermore, if the refugee returns to his 

country of origin, even temporarily, he will lose international and subsidiary protection. 

Restriction of the reception system.  

The system for the reception of asylum seekers and refugees (SPRAR), the ordinary reception system managed by Italian 

municipalities, will be limited only to those who already hold international protection or to unaccompanied foreign minors. It 

will then be resized and will change its name. 

Exclusion from the registry of asylum seekers. Article 13 of the bill provides that asylum seekers cannot be registered at 

the registry office and therefore cannot access the residence. 
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Reform of citizenship. The decree provides that the Italian law on citizenship of 1992 is amended. The application for the 

acquisition of citizenship may be rejected even if it was presented by those who married an Italian citizen or an Italian citizen. 

So far, marriage applications could not be rejected. The cost of the application increases from 200 to 250 euros, and the term 

for the granting of citizenship is extended for up to 48 months, both for residence and for marriage. It is also introduced the 

possibility of revoking (or denying) citizenship to those who are convicted for crimes related to terrorism. The revocation is 

possible within three years of the conviction, by decree of the President on the proposal of the Minister of the Interior. 

Electronic bracelet. Article 17 of the decree extends the hypotheses of crime that allows the judge to adopt the provision of 

removal from the family home and also provides for the use of an electronic bracelet for defendants of crimes of domestic 

abuse and stalking. 

Taser. Article 21 states that municipal police in municipalities with more than one hundred thousand inhabitants can 

experience the use of tasers, that is, electric impulse weapons. 

Extension of the daspo. The daspo, the ban to access sports events, will also be extended to those who are suspected of 

crimes related to terrorism. The "urban daspo", introduced by the Minniti decree on safety in 2017, can also be applied to 

health centers, in areas where fairs, markets and public shows are taking place. Finally, the roadblock will once again become a 

crime instead of just a violation. 

Organized crime and assets confiscated from the mafia. The last part of the bill contains provisions on the fight against 

organized crime and the management of assets confiscated from the mafia. The exchange of information between the various 

administrations involved in the phenomenon of organized crime is strengthened. The subcontracts are punished with 

imprisonment from one to five years, the opening of the sites must be communicated to the prefect for anti-mafia checks, the 

exchange of information between the various police forces, the possibility of appointing anti-mafia commissioners in the 

municipalities in which revealed irregularities, tightening of sanctions (imprisonment up to four years and fine) against those 

who organize the occupation of real estate, possibility to use the interception tool in inquiries on who occupies the property, 

reorganization of the agency that deals with management of assets 

INTERNAZIONALE, link: 

https://www.internazionale.it/bloc-notes/annalisa-camilli/2018/09/24/decreto-salvini-

immigrazione-e-sicurezza 

 


